The international ceremony of the Green Solutions Awards will take place on December 5th during COP28!

The announcement of the international winners of the Green Solutions Awards 2022-2023 is approaching rapidly. Mark the date in your calendars: December 5th during COP28 in Dubai. This prestigious contest, organised by Construction21, rewards the most exemplary projects, whether they are buildings, districts, or infrastructures. The ceremony, organised in collaboration with Business France, will highlight sustainable, affordable, and replicable solutions and share them with the world.

More than fifty stakeholders, delegation members, professionals, journalists, judges, and other enthusiasts will be present at COP to witness the awarding of the winners. For those who cannot or do not wish to be present in person, the ceremony will be broadcast live.

Furthermore, attendees of the ceremony will have the opportunity to participate in a programme developed by Construction21 and Business France: the BIG 5 construction fair, a visit to an eco-district, a networking cocktail conducive to exchanges and future collaborations...

LinkedIn/Facebook

[Big NEWS!] Are you eagerly anticipating the announcement of the international winners of the #GreenSolutionsAwards 2022-2023? We are too! It’s official, the award ceremony will take place on December 5th, during #COP28!

This prestigious contest rewards exemplary buildings, districts, and infrastructures in sustainability. The ceremony will be held the day before Buildings Day, providing the perfect opportunity to showcase to the world that sustainable, affordable, and replicable solutions exist. This year, it is organised in partnership with @BusinessFrance.

As a reminder, national winners are competing for international recognition in various categories: Circular Economy, Low-Tech, Hot Climates, Health & Comfort, Urban Renovation Grand Prize, New Construction Grand Prize, Sustainable Infrastructure Grand Prize, New District Grand Prize...

Over fifty stakeholders, delegation members, professionals, journalists, judges, and other enthusiasts will be present at COP to witness the award ceremony. For those who cannot/wish not to be present, the international ceremony will be broadcast live!
In addition to the cocktail following the award ceremony, #Construction21 and #BusinessFrance teams are preparing a programme to facilitate networking and synergies. Ceremony participants will have the opportunity, for instance, to visit the BIG 5 Construction Fair.

To further enhance Construction21’s presence in the Emirates, a thematic dossier focusing on #sustainableconstruction in Dubai, including examples and counterexamples, will be published.

Stay tuned for upcoming updates.

+ link

#Sustainability #Innovation #BIG5ConstructionFair #Dubai #CircularEconomy #LowTech #HotClimates #HealthAndComfort #UrbanRenewal #NewConstruction #SustainableInfrastructure #NewDistrict #ClimateAction #SustainableBuilding #FutureOfConstruction #SustainableConstructionForTheFuture

Twitter

[ BIG NEWS!] Are you eagerly awaiting the announcement of the international winners of the #GreenSolutionsAwards 2022-2023? We are too! It’s official, the award ceremony will take place on... December 5th, during #COP28! In partnership with @businessfrance. SAVE THE DATE.

The unveiling of the international winners of the #GreenSolutionsAwards 2022-2023 is approaching! Don’t miss the ceremony on Dec 5 at #COP28, showcasing that sustainable and affordable solutions exist. It will also be broadcast live In partnership with @BusinessFrance.